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ABSTRACT 

Over the past year Saskatchewan maintained its role as a global leader in potash and uranium 

production, and also realized production of several other commodities including gold, coal, sodium 

sulfate, salt and clays. Strong geological potential for a variety of mineral deposit types, including critical 

minerals, combined with a stable policy and regulatory environment, continue to attract exploration 

attention from local juniors to international major mining companies as the province solidifies its 

reputation as a destination to do business. The Government of Saskatchewan has recently 

implemented a Mineral Development Strategy to support diversification of Saskatchewan’s mineral 

sector by encouraging exploration for precious metals, base metals and diamonds. Three Strategic 

initiatives have been introduced to date: (1) acquisition of new airborne geophysical data in key areas; 

(2) focused geoscience studies, conducted by the Saskatchewan Geological Survey and, (3) a 

‘Targeted Mineral Exploration Incentive’ to support drilling in a defined area of high potential for the 

target commodities.  
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